Extension Activities

1. **Placement Activities:** We started the job placement activity in the year 2003. Since 2004 we started bringing out placement brochure and inviting different organizations for campus recruitments. Most of the qualified students got reasonably good job either through campus recruitment or through contacts by the organizations receiving placement brochure. Our clients are Gujarat Glass, Rajshri Polymers, TCS, AC Neilsons, SPSS Asia Pvt. Ltd. Astrol, MRF, Azure Software Export Ltd, ACE Software Ltd. Neilson Bases Bombay, SPAN Diagnosis Research Center, JAY Foundation, IDBI, ICICI, Kotak Mahindra, Reliance Mutual fund, Motilal Security, FM Finance, City Bank and Government and Semi Government organizations.

2. **Project Guidance:** To provide on hand application of knowledge we have introduced project for M.Sc. and MQPM students. This has resulted in interaction with the persons working in different industries and getting knowledge about the problem faced by industries and the solution leading to improvement in the performance both at production and sales. Further some students have got on hand experience of forming the objectives of the study, framing the questionnaires, collecting the data, framing the data file, constructing suitable statistical models, analyzing the data using univariate and multivariate statistical techniques, writing the report and suggesting the action plan.

3. **Consultancy Activity:** Department is providing the consultancy service to the research scholars, academicians and industries. This has resulted in many collaborative publications. This activity has provided avenue for students to know applicability of statistics in research and development that is being carried out in and around Sardar Patel University.

4. **Training for Competitive Examinations:** The department faculty is providing training to the students in preparing for competitive examinations of CSIR NET, GSLET, ISS, RBI, Actuarial Sciences and other competitive examinations. As a result students have cleared GSLET, GET examinations and few are expecting to clear CSIR NET examinations.

5. **Personality Development Training:** Department is providing a platform for the students to train oneself in facing interviews organized by different Corporate as placement activity. In this we are providing training in group discussion, project presentation, facing campus recruitment competitive test.

6. **Book Writing:** Prof. S.M. Shah, Prof. S.R. Patel, Prof. P.N. Jani, Prof. Ashok Shanubhogue have written books in collaboration with among themselves and with others.

7. **Sardar Patel University Department of Statistics Alumni Association:** SPUDOSAA: Department established alumni association in the year 2004 with the objective of having link with the past out students of the department, helping the present student in getting the job, strength department facilities though donation and organization get to gather activity. As present there are 70 registered members.